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Introduction

Life, for Eber, had become routine among the dead. After the Second
Coming of Jesus Christ and the destruction of five billion, five hundred
million souls, peace had finally come upon the face of the Earth.
Jesus Christ reigned over all the Earth. There was no war.
The great re-gathering commenced. Small communities formed and
built up new villages and towns. Shattered countryside healed beneath
the rays of the sun. Simple methods of farming, agriculture based upon
organic cycles, restored health to the land. Vast areas, once denuded by
chemical poisoning and mechanical stripping of the earth, became green
again.
Families became again the focus of daily life. Parents and children
rejoiced to share in each other’s company. Across the world, as rapidly
as they could be built and fully utilized, new temples rose. Often they
rose upon the ruins of houses of worship destroyed in The Great War.
Increasingly there were new sites of worship, new Temples unto The
Most High God.
Resurrected beings visited the temples, bringing vital records of the
dead which had been kept by the angels. The great work of performing
proxy temple ordinances for all of mankind went forward. In the absence
of war many people searched the remaining mortal archives, seeking the
names of the dead also, among ruins of the bygone ages.
For many years, the work of clearing away the wreckage of war
continued. What men could not remove, nature began to dismantle for
them. As the centuries passed, Earth’s population grew. Villages and
towns grew to be cities, demanding ever more temples be constructed.
All mankind must be within walking distance of The House of the
Lord.
ix
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Finally, the planet moved quietly and efficiently toward the one
supreme goal: To bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of all
Mankind.
Eber continued in his priesthood calling, guiding those who were
willing to be led from the Dark spirit prison. He found joy each time one
accompanied him into the realm of Light.
Among the angels of his priesthood and the love of his covenant
sisters, life for Eber had become routine, beyond the veil of Death.

Chapter 1
2,400

Eber stepped through the final veil into the inviting brightness of
the realm of Light. Pausing briefly, he looked around. It seemed nobody
was in the area to meet him. He knew many who were nearby and
some glanced smilingly in his direction. As was sometimes the case,
it seemed this time he was free to choose his path. On such occasions
he left the veil and strode in the direction of home and of his beloved
companions.
This time, Eber’s recall from his duties as a guide had come as no
surprise. The recall was in response to his own request, prior to his latest
task within the veils. The matter of his request had been pushed to the
back of his thoughts while he labored but now, with the business at
hand, he wondered what the outcome might be. There was no point in
going immediately to his appointment, which he had been informed
had been approved while he was within the veils. It was customary and
appropriate that he return to be with the sisters in his company, where
he would be contacted by his priesthood leaders. He knew they were
aware of his activities and movements. In fact, he knew the time he was
allowed with his sacred female companions might be very short. Each
moment among them brought his greatest joy. Paradise would be no
reward for him now, without his covenanters.
As he strode, he allowed the matter at hand to form again in his
mind, as he had imagined it before. It was necessary that he obtain
approval from his priesthood leaders before he dare complete his mental
plans. Actual preparations and arrangements would not commence until
he was sure that what he intended was properly and fully approved.
Eber’s quick stride soon brought him in view of their home dell
and its banked ramparts. Over the centuries their home had expanded.
1
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The numbers in the company had grown. The scale of their home had
responded in harmony with the needs of the company. As his steps
brought him at last around the final curving approach, he saw into the
dell. The altar reflected the light of a number of his companions and to
his delight but not surprise, he saw he was awaited by the First.
At his approach, he saw she continued her discussion but before his
arrival she turned to face him fully. The radiance and luster of her gown,
exceeded only by the glory of her face, renewed in his heart that special
joy of her companionship. He saw the gown hung symmetrically about
her womanly form. With her hands turned slightly toward him at her
sides, she waited.
Eber slowed as he neared but continued in his approach. Finally,
almost unmoving, his steps brought him to her, where she took him at
last into the fire of her embrace. He gazed down into eyes that searched
up into his. Her hands moved slowly upon the robe on his back. Flame
entered his body at her touch. A long while he held her softly, with his
hands curving gently around her waist. He was conscious of her form,
felt through the gown she wore. Around them, the sisters continued
their business, some coming or going, others quietly conversing and
others plainly resting. Eber ignored the universe outside the direct gaze
of her eyes. Blind, he saw nothing but the tracery of her touch upon his
resurrected body.
“Beloved.” Her voice brought him back to their present reality.
“Beloved. You indicated you might return after a shorter while than
usual. The sisters and I had hoped to see you earlier than this. You have
been gone instead such an aching long time. We are fearful for all of us
when you are not here.”
“The work remains before us.” He nodded.
“The work requires great attention to detail and despite the passing
of centuries, there still remain some who come to us via the veil of
death. Even with the passing of time in the mortal world, they continue
to come. Having arrived, it saddens me to say, too many lack the gospel
knowledge to proceed.
“You must see them here?” He looked questioningly at her. “Although
only those come to you who are qualified.”
“We do.” The First nodded slowly. Concern showed in her eyes.
“I had thought by now we should have seen the last of them.”
“Not at all.” Eber smiled grimly.
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“Some still come through the veil of Death and some of them remain
caught up between the intermediate veils. It will be more centuries yet,
before the Lord can declare the work done!”
“But this is home!” He changed the subject, allowed his eyes to
rise upon the benched ramparts surrounding the dell. Their conclave
radiated brilliance at each spot where the sisters sat, some in prayer,
some pondering or in conversation.
“You are correct.” Eber glanced again into her eyes. The look she
returned told him she expected a more detailed explanation.
“Before my departure, I recall, I indicated to you that I might return
after a briefer call at the veil.” Eber saw her nod. He saw she had taken
his words in the wrong way.
“I regret that I raised an expectation in you, that I would quickly
return. This was not my true meaning. Nor can I yet fully include you in
my thoughts.” Her small frown troubled him.
“Before my departure I requested an interview with my priesthood
superiors. Word came while I labored within the veils. I have returned to
attend to that matter and yet, it is not for me to press upon those who are
over me. They must know I am here. We shall share some joy together
and I am sure, word will come. An invitation.” He smiled.
Taking her by her hand, he turned toward the dell. The altar nearby
glowed. The foot of the dell was occupied by a harmony of stone benches
and isolated plinths. Beyond them, similar outcrops were sprinkled up
the slope of the ramparts. He saw, many faces had turned to gaze upon
them where they stood.
“Beloved?” He looked questioningly at her. “We must sing!”
“Yes! We must!” The First smiled up to him. “What do you suggest?”
“I would like us to sing the beautiful hymn, ‘More Holiness Give
Me’.” Eber looked for her to agree.
“Yes, beloved.” She smiled but her glance signified to him that she
remained anxious to know the nature of the business he had in mind.
Still holding her hand, he led her the short distance to the altar and
turned to look up toward the sisters in their tiers before him. As soon
as they grasped the significance of his pose, they began to rise to their
feet.
“Beloved Sisters.” Eber felt his voice rise toward them. “And
Brethren.” He glanced to his left and saw the brethren there rising also
and facing toward him before the altar.
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“My joy is great to be with you all again, but we cannot expect I
will remain long.” He paused. He knew questions must arise in their
thoughts that he could not yet answer.
“I have counseled my First that business may be pending and that
I shall be drawn away again, probably quite soon. But we shall take
this opportunity to lift our voices in a hymn of praise and of imploring
faith. We shall sing the hymn, More Holiness Give Me, and I ask your
prayers that my efforts will be guided and rewarded in the matter before
me. In any case,” he glanced at the First and looked again up toward the
assembly. “I shall explain the matter more fully upon my return, and that
also might be quite soon.”
He saw the First was reconciled. She turned her face to him, waiting
for him to begin.
Raising his voice in the sweet hymn, Eber found joy in the immediate
swelling of the sisters voices joined to his. From their matching tiers
to his left, he heard the fuller timbre of the male voices in harmony.
Combined, their voices called forth upon God and Angels to give succor
to their most fervent and righteous desires. He had walked a long walk
in Dark with these words in his heart, and it was the greatest joy now to
experience the fullest harmony of the company.
As their hymn faded to its harmonious close, he began to pray aloud.
His words implored the Lord for them all, and that he would discover
the path to be worthy of their love and trust. He tried to express the full
depth of his seeking and yet, desired to close in a timely manner.
“Amen”
At the sound, Eber turned and smiled broadly.
“My Guide! How very welcome! You must know I have just now
returned from my latest call within the veils?”
“I was of course aware.” The guide nodded.
“And I have brought word, which will apparently come as no
surprise?”
“Ah! Yes!” Eber smiled.
“I was informed in Dark that I should return. Was that you?”
“No, Brother,” the guide smiled again. “But I was aware of your
special request and wanted to be available when the call came. In fact,
you will be pleased to know, I am to escort you now to a personal
interview with the area president.”
“This was my hope.” Eber nodded.
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“Now I shall need to gather all my thoughts and to be quite clear in
expressing them. But before this, I must enlighten my First with a few
words of explanation.”
“Can you do that, in advance of an outcome yet to be found?” The
guide raised a cautioning eyebrow in Eber’s direction.
“Beloved.” Eber turned to the First and reached for both her hands.
“We have found great joy in service together in the realm of Light.
Often we have labored apart, and generally you and the sisters have been
required to serve in my absence.” He waved toward the company upon
the slope.
“I have a thought in my mind, which I should not disclose fully at
this time.” He saw the First remained questioning about his purpose.
“I can say that I shall approach our area president with a proposal
kept private within my own thoughts. Prior to my latest departure I
advised the president, through the proper channels, that I sought this
interview. The guide was aware of this, but not yet of my proposal nor
of how I plan to present it. My aim is for all of us, despite our numbers
and the variety of our many tasks, to find a new and greater joy in the
shared qualities of what we do. For now, I cannot say more than that.”
The First looked at him, a little askance but smiling.
“Beloved Brother. We shall, as usual, await your return.” She favored
him with her most brilliant and piercing smile.
“And we shall look to hear you unfold this mystery before us.”
“Sister, I shall return and report.”
Eber knew it was not his place to keep secrets from his First
Companion but nothing would be served if his idea was declined by his
superiors, regardless that he felt his intentions were valid and pure.
“Then we must away now and attend to the business of the
priesthood.” He turned to the guide, indicating he should lead.
The guide led them up the slight incline out of the dell and away,
around the lower extremity of the enclosing ramparts. Eber walked
beside him, pondering silently and scarcely aware of his surroundings.
“You seem somewhat more stressed than usual, Brother.” The guide
eventually spoke.
“Are you troubled?”
“I prefer not to cloud my thoughts with mere passing words,
Brother.” Eber glanced at his guide, one whom he knew could be trusted
implicitly.
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“I wish to arrange my thoughts and to express them from my heart.
I am sure the president will grasp my intent but it remains up to him to
either grant or decline. Afterward I will be interested in your thoughts
and opinions but for now, I wish not to cloud my words with either your
thoughts or your opinions. I am not troubled deeply but as you know,
problems and challenges arouse in me the search always for solutions.
This is such a case.”
“So long as you are at peace in yourself, I am content Brother.” The
guide strode out with his lengthy stride as usual. Eber matched his stride
and allowed his thoughts to pursue their own path. They passed others as
they walked. The business of the realm went forward at all times.
It seemed no time at all until he glanced up and saw the guide had
brought them to the familiar conclave, where he had gathered many
times for the conduct of priesthood business.
“I shall bring you to the vestibule where the executive secretary will
take you in charge.” The guide pointed to the area off to one side, where
Eber had occasionally been conducted before. He knew his interview
might take place soon or later, dependent upon matters dealt with by his
superior.
“Thank you.” Eber nodded. “I suppose this might take some time.
You are welcome to leave, if you wish.”
“We shall see.” The guide looked across at others nearby.
“There is council business I can attend to while I am here. If I am
absent when you are done with your interview, use the white stone and
I shall return.”
Eber looked across the bowl of the conclave. There seemed very
few here, compared to a number of times when he had attended in
the past. Many thousands had been present on those occasions and
he was aware, the business of the realm had not declined as the years
had passed. His thought, that time had been made for him due to
there being nothing else, was instantly put away. He knew time was
the element in shortest supply. As he pondered, the importance of his
reason to ask for this interview became more pressing in his mind. He
smiled his thanks when the executive secretary arrived and invited
him to follow.
As before, he found the area president seated, facing a large and
ornamented stone facade. Its surface seemed always to Eber to be alive,
and he knew the reason for this.
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“Brother! Come!” The president smiled the smile of one known to
Eber in the mortal world. “Is it that you have so little to do that you wish
to add to all our tasks?”
“No, President. Of course not!” Eber smiled broadly in return and
accepted the invitation to sit near the president on his bench seat.
“We are, as you know, growing in number in the realm. I understand
these short centuries since the coming of the Lord are few, compared
to the ages of Heavenly Father’s Plan. Yet it seems to me, there is the
possibility of complacency among us even in paradise. Some sense of,
‘losing the vision’?”
“This was your phrase which I have dwelt upon. I have my own
thoughts but what exactly did you mean by it?” The president rocked
slowly upon his seat.
“It has been four centuries since the Second Coming, when many of
us were resurrected.” Eber looked intently at the president, ensuring he
held him with his gaze.
“Many came here before that, but my own time in the mortal world
was in the latter days. By comparison, I barely arrived before that great
and joyous day. Now however, the scope of the work has altered in many
ways. With the end of war in the world, death sends fewer to us, but
there are some who choose death rather than commit themselves to the
kingdom upon the earth. Here we have greater numbers nevertheless,
who serve among those who remain hindered within the lesser veils. The
work to obtain genealogical data progresses, and many more temples in
the world accomplish vast numbers of saving ordinances for those who
have died and wait within the veils to qualify to join us.
“The work, in terms of sheer numbers of tasks and numbers of souls
we serve, has grown in all the time I have been here. For myself, it has
taken a direct and committed effort to remain in touch with progress in
fields even closely connected to my own. My interviews with the sisters
of my company have revealed they too exercise every degree of their
talents, gifts and abilities. They thrive upon it and say they find joy. I am
sure mere words cannot convey to me the depth of the compassion they
expend. I am sure that I am unaware of the full extent of their diligence
in doing all that is asked of them. My sense is that the scope of their
duties far exceeds the scope of my own.” Eber paused.
“What you say may be true, of course.” The president glanced at
Eber.
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“All this we know and more. This cannot have been the point to your
interview. Has it to do with the brethren assigned to you?”
“No.” Eber shook his head.
“I find the brethren are as diligent as our sisters. In fact, while they
are not covenant unto me, as are my sisters, they seem as committed as
the sisters are to the sacred qualities of the work we do.
“May I ask a small aside, regarding the brethren, as we are speaking
of them?” Eber once again held the gaze of his priesthood superior.
“By all means, Brother. And I should say, reports we have of their
work indicate, as you say, they labor among us quite diligently. What is
your question?”
“I had felt I was adequately blessed in the first couple of centuries,
with my beloved sisters. The joy we shared and the knowledge of the
good work we all did seemed to fill my heart.” He glanced across and
saw the president was following his words.
“It came as a pleasant but unexpected surprise when you commenced
to assign brethren to my stewardship. They add timbre not only to our
singing. There is a certain richness we have grown accustomed to in
these recent centuries, when we as a company respond upon a wider
front. They respond to challenges not faced by the sisters, but I am sure
they are made more capable by their knowing they work within the
realms of our sisters efforts also. I have seen what I must term a kind
of synergy, which brings greater joy to all of us. But, as I say, I was
surprised.”
“Your stewardship is, in fact, what we had in mind.” The president
nodded thoughtfully.
“Your covenant with the sisters is a sacred duty of care. Your
stewardship over the brethren is the responsibility of your priesthood.
As one ordained to the office of High Priest in the mortal world, you
had there and retain here, the right of presidency. We observed the
care with which you exercised your covenant and we felt you would
exercise a similar care over the elders we have placed beneath you. All
those obtaining their rites through proxy ordinances in the temples are
ordained elders in the Melchizedek Priesthood. Until the judgment day,
they must remain such and it is wise that they be organized here within
the proper authority of one who has the right to preside. Reports indicate
you have taken those reins in the manner hoped for and we are sure our
decision was correct. Does this answer your question, as to why?”
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“Yes it does.” Eber nodded. “I saw the need of course but felt myself
unworthy. I have to say now, since you base your actions upon the glory
my sisters bring to my soul, I do owe them far more than I have ever
thanked them for. This is something I must rectify. And this brings me
then to the point of my request for an interview.”
“Go on.” The president glanced at the stone face opposite.
“We live more visibly here, in the realm of Light, within eternity.”
Eber paused.
“So it is possible to look upon time as a wasted measure. Possible
I say, but unwise. In this regard I have looked upon all that we do and
I have marveled at the continued diligence. We are not in Heaven and
we are not yet perfect. It was suggested by the poet that we entered the
mortal world, ‘trailing clouds of glory’. I am sure you recognize the
quotation?” Eber, glancing at the president, saw him nod.
“Here, we have entered Paradise, trailing clouds of mortality.”
Eber again looked and saw a look of curiosity pass over the face of
the president. This was the moment he had prepared himself for. All
his pondering and prayer, as he walked upon Dark, expounding and
pleading with souls who yet doubted, and rejoicing to see those rare few
who accepted conversion, had been the the backdrop to this moment. He
spoke rapidly, feverishly, as if to have everything said before there could
be any interruption. His practiced presentation fell on heeding ears. He
saw the light build and burn within the eyes of the president before he
had completed his presentation. At last he ceased.
“So, as has been the case in the past, I was hoping to present my
priesthood superiors with an idea that could be made workable in their
hands. I was wondering if, in the beginning, you might be able to indicate
to me how you think the matter might go?”
For some time, the area president sat and pondered. He continued
to rock slowly upon his seat. Eventually, he turned to Eber with a small
smile of pleasure.
“What you suggest is a good idea.” The president nodded in
agreement with his own words.
“We will ask you to develop this in your own way, and to keep us
informed. You should include your sisters in those developments. Also
assign one among the brethren to inform the others of their part in this.
You are quite right about the time. Make your plans with that time in
mind. Report to us, as this may lead to activity in the wider context.”
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“Thank you, President.” Eber smiled.
“I shall discuss this with our sisters without mention of the wider
context of course. Many of them are so astute, as you know, they will
likely wonder and may ask.”
“For now, Brother, discuss this guardedly in the context of your
covenant sisters and your priesthood stewardship. Inform us of their
reception of what you say. This may influence other thoughts we have in
the wider context.” The president continued nodding.
“You may go.” He looked up, as if suddenly aware Eber was still
present.
“Thank you, President.” Eber rose and left the small annex where
the president held his interviews. As he departed, he found the executive
secretary waiting nearby. They exchanged a few words in parting and he
was soon in the wider space of the conclave.
“That was quite a lengthy discussion!” The guide appeared at Eber’s
side.
“There seems a lightness about you that was missing. I am assuming
you are pleased with the outcome of whatever you discussed?” The
guide’s eyes looked enquiringly.
“Yes, Brother. In fact, I am very pleased.” Eber nodded and indicated
they should move on.
“Let me explain what I am permitted to divulge. You will in any case
be involved in some of it, one way or another, so you must understand.
I have permission to proceed. Let us walk.”
***
For Eber, time had passed quickly in the realm of Light. Having
agreement in principle, from the area president, had not removed the
need to have complete understanding in the minds of all those who
would be involved in his plan. He had first intended, in his mind, that
a much greater conference would take place. Priesthood leaders had
advised however, a more compact presentation was indicated, so that it
could be more easily copied across the realm as required. Eber had seen
the wisdom in this and yet, he was still required to impart his personal
vision to all those who would take part.
Interviews with key members of his own company, his covenant
sisters as well as the brethren assigned to him, had occupied much time.
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Taking the benefit of each proceeding discussion, he had rotated among
both groups. He refined the program to more closely reflect the needs of
his emerging conference plan.
Returning occasionally, to discuss the developing plan with members
of the area council, he had been pleased to see initial resistance fade
away. Experience told him, this was in part probably due to his having
got the prior approval from the president.
Finally it had been necessary to declare the time had come. He felt
confidence in the grasp his sisters had of their roles in this convocation.
He had briefed his leaders within the company to choose wisely. They
knew best who to choose as representatives of their own organizations.
He had merely given strict instruction as to what each participant would
speak about. They would blend their messages to express a real and a
subjective panorama of the four hundred years since the second coming
of Jesus Christ.
At last the time had come. The company was assembled and on cue,
the various parties who would preside and officiate arrived to take their
places.
Eber personally welcomed the area president and his counselors
with their companions. By now, each of his priesthood superiors had
long ago been joined by his spouse, to whom they had been sealed in
temples during their mortal lives. They were further accompanied by a
number of the councilors and their companions, plus Eber’s guide and
the bishop, each with his own eternal companion.
At the focal point of the dell, within the conclave area, a grassy knoll
stood which was sufficient to accommodate all those who stood before
the company.
Eber saw it was time to begin: time for him to exert the guiding force
of his wisdom and his prayers; time to shape the immediate future of all
those who were in his stewardship.
He stood before the altar and raised his voice and his eyes to the
gathered company.
“Brethren and Sisters. Here we are gathered as I have desired us to
be. It was with great joy that I found my suggestion acceptable to our
Area President.”
Eber paused and looked over the congregation before him. To his
right, the sisters rose upon the embankments above their dell. Their
many hundreds shone like the host of angels that they were. To his left,
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he saw the brethren rose in similar array, despite their being a smaller
number. Before him the altar stood in shimmering splendor.
With him on the grassy elevation in the center of the dell, Eber saw
at a glance were many of those most precious to his own stewardship
and those also, most immediately superior to him in all his priesthood
activities.
“It was my original intention that we gather to celebrate the spiritual
union that our work in the realm of Light has forged. I felt that we must
benefit by stepping back from our labors for this moment to consider
who we are and what we are accomplishing.
“Four centuries have passed since the Second Coming of our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ and so it was my desire to gather. It has been to my
greater joy to learn, not only we but many others also are gathering now
or will in the near future in similar conclave. I am counseled to advise you,
we are gathered here at this time at the direction of the Highest Authority.
“On this occasion, our beloved Area President presides over this
conclave, accompanied by his eternal companion. Also we are blessed to
have with us my personal Guide, with whom all of you are acquainted,
and his eternal companion. In addition we have with us the Bishop, who
has stood as my close companion and confidant in all priesthood matters,
both in the mortal world and during these last four hundred years. As
usual, his eternal companion is at his side. Now, I shall conduct this
conclave in my capacity as the presiding High Priest of my Company.
With me is the First Covenanter of my Company and members of her
Seventies, as also are selected representatives of the Elders assigned to
my priesthood stewardship.
“We shall commence this conclave by singing that beautiful hymn,
‘Now Let Us Rejoice in the Day of Salvation’. This will be followed
by an invocation which will be offered by our beloved companion, the
Fourth. I shall myself lead in the singing of our hymn.”
As usual, Eber found great joy in leading the swell of harmony and
melody as voices pealed from the raised tiers before him. He also noted
the characteristic tones behind him of the Bishop and of the First.
As the “Amen” wafted over them, at completion of the Fourth’s
invocation, Eber stood again to the altar, to introduce the elements of
the early part of the program.
“Brethren and Sisters, we each labor in fields of service which are
intended to serve the same common end, but each of us labors in a
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different area of need. Each of us performs a vital service for all of those
dependent upon us. I have invited first, a number of the brethren to detail
their activities, their challenges and some of the fruits of their labors.
They will each address us now, as instructed previously.”
Eber stood back from his position before the altar and moved to be
at the side of the First.
The first of the assigned elders moved to stand where Eber had
stood. He paused there for a brief moment before the conclave, allowing
his eyes to scan those before him. He at last commenced to speak. He
had been instructed to put forward the scope of the priesthood tasks
in general, before dealing with the area of the work performed by his
particular echelon. He dealt at first with identifying their roles across
the realms of the veils and in the realm of Light. He touched briefly
upon their general subdivisions, into those who served as angels of
Light, those who served as Gatherers within the veils, and those also
who officiated at the proceeding veils between the veil of Death and the
realm of Light.
Launching into his personal role as an angel of Light, seeking within
that area of Dark which all encountered immediately after passing
through the veil of Death, he spoke of the great numbers occupied
there. He cast light for them upon the great numbers, not only of lightbringing angels but the yet greater number also, of those who persisted
in Dark.
Eber listened closely. He recalled the many challenges he had
encountered in Dark but he wondered at the range of experiences
recounted by this brother. Dedicated to the task, he and his priesthood
companions had gone many times during the passing centuries. Their
skill and their dedication were testimony to the spirit which was in them.
The brother’s account of success and of reward in bringing light to the
many, held Eber in a rapt attention.
The second brother spoke of the calling of his Gatherer brethren,
teaching the gospel and its covenants to the vast host of individuals now
caught up within the intermediate veils. He dealt extensively with the
needs of such great numbers, each comprising individuals at different
stages of gospel knowledge and spiritual maturity in it. He also spoke
poignantly of the predicament of the many detained there, who accepted
the gospel doctrines of salvation but could not advance through the veils.
They must wait until their ordinances had been performed by proxies in
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the mortal world. His account made plain for all to see, the delay caused
sadness among those who labored there as much as it did among those
compelled to patiently wait.
The third brother spoke of the tasks falling to those who officiated
at the veils, dealing with each individual who must pass their way.
Progressing from knowledge to covenant, and from veil to veil, they at
last progressed to join loved ones within the realm of Light. He made the
point also, brethren passing at last in to the realm of Light, or Paradise
where they now dwelt, were also instructed and trained as soon as was
appropriate. They too were then assigned to serve in this vast task of the
ordinances of the gospel.
“Without them, we are not saved.” He wound up with the scriptural
exhortation with which all were familiar.
“Malachi made plain, thousands of years before the Second Coming,
this work must be done. The fathers and the children must be joined
together, sealing the family links of the Generations of Mankind, or all
the Earth would be smitten with a curse.”
The brother ended his presentation in the name of the Son, and
returned to his place upon the raised, grassy dais.
Eber moved again to the altar. He allowed his gaze to travel across
the faces looking down upon him.
“Brethren and Sisters, it is well.” He smiled and raised his arms
expressively.
“We have heard many sad and many uplifting accounts. As a
priesthood holder I also have seen some of these events, and participated
in the work. I admit, I have not shared in all of the blessings of serving,
of learning and of partaking of the joy of the spirit so deeply as we have
heard. Our brethren perform a mighty and ongoing labor of love.”
He paused and raised his eyes to the massed faces before him.
“We shall now sing the hymn, ‘As Sisters in Zion’, after which we
shall indeed hear from our beloved Sisters.”
As before, Eber conducted and led the singing of the hymn. He
rejoiced, hearing the words, to contemplate the sacred and sympathetic
roles of the sisters. He looked forward to hearing their accounts of their
service and of their rewards.
Prior to the conclave, he had discussed with the First, in great detail,
what he wished to accomplish with this event. He had placed upon her
the responsibility of selecting who would speak. Her response had been
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to nominate the Sixth, the Eighth and herself. Eber felt she had chosen
wisely and waited for their presentations.
Over the centuries, each had become increasingly competent in the
skills of her presidency. Each sister was a president of seven Seventies,
including her own. Between them, these three now presided over one
thousand, four hundred and seventy sisters. Eber was aware, these three
oversaw essential core services, which had been in the greatest demand
during the first four centuries of their labors here.
“We shall now hear from our Sisters. Our First Companion will
introduce their theme and their topics.” He looked, to see the First was
moving to his side.
“I am sure all are as eager as I am to hear their accounts.” He
smiled broadly to her as the First took up her station at the altar. He
enjoyed watching her exercise her dominion. She had become adept
in nuancing her words with body language, expressing herself with
an ease he felt must be as close to consummate as an imperfect being
could achieve.
“Brethren and Sisters,” she began. “Our beloved Brother has brought
many blessings to us all and in particular, he has shepherded us in our
serving roles. Left to ourselves we feel, none of us could have risen to
the challenges that face all who labor in the realm of Light.”
The First outlined initially her purposes in selecting the Sixth and
Eighth presidents to speak. She also devoted a moment to addressing
the fields of labor of the other presidents and of their seventies. She then
called forth the Sixth president to speak.
Eber had known the Sixth in the mortal world and had admired her
there. They had also, of course, been intimate companions there but four
centuries of working together in paradise had brought their personal
relationship to a more fine and pure state. He had observed the mortal
skills and talents acquired in life, as an educator and as an artist, grew
and bore fruit in response to the demands of the realm.
The Sixth possessed an air of competency and determination which
had come through the veil of Death with her. She used it now to recount
the breadth of the learning roles which had fallen to the sisters. She
pointed to their eagerness to learn and to practice the roles required of
them. She dwelled upon the difficulties some found, not having been
skilled in such areas in the mortal world. Lacking confidence at first,
sisters had discovered depths of ability in death that none had suspected
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lay within them in life. Her echelon of four hundred and ninety sisters,
grouped in seventies by seven, had labored long to instruct many, in all
the areas of their sacred work in paradise.
Eber was impressed at her manner. His dealings with the Sixth were
almost exclusively private and personal. It was rare for him to work
with her in her presidential role. As a rule, they met to discuss either the
realm, or some matter on which she desired his personal counsel. He
cherished each moment spent in such individual counsel with the sisters
in his company. In the past four centuries there had been opportunities
to hold personal interviews with each of the several thousand sisters.
He discovered now, their confidence in public was a refreshing and
comforting aid to the desires of his own soul. This formal occasion was
a clear demonstration to him that his hopes for the conclave were being
realized.
The Sixth closed her presentation in the usual manner, and was
replaced at the altar by the Eighth. The Eighth also paused to survey
the massed brethren and sisters before her. Eber marveled at the new
sense of stature that she possessed. Her once small frame and pure white
face had grown with the demands upon her. She now stood before them
all, equal to all and more importantly, equal to the vast demands of the
caring and compassionate service that rested on her, and upon the sisters
in her Seventies.
“We found early that souls coming to us from the agonies and
frustrations of death were not always able to function as they needed to
here. In fact, some were incapable of functioning in any way at all.” She
looked up to them silently.
Eber recalled times when she had returned to the haven of their
dell, herself distraught from the broken spiritual state of those who
came to her through the veil. He had found her in the impossible
condition of shedding tears even prior to her resurrection. Her strength
and her compassion had grown. The Eighth had become one of the
strengths of the entire company. Her love and compassion were very
much a binding fabric within the company. It had become a binding up
also of the wounds of the countless souls she had ministered to. Eber
had accepted long ago, her coming to him of her own choice, while
the company was yet forming, was a defining measure of his future
spiritual growth. This one had lifted him, far more than he felt he could
have lifted her.
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The Eighth spoke of the devotion of her seventies, the caring and
sharing they performed and the manner of their reaching out to broken
souls. She spoke of enveloping torn spirits in such love that they regained
the willingness to feel; to endure emotions at last and finally; to also
care.
At last she drew to a close. Her account had brought frequent tears
to Eber’s eyes. He saw also that many among the company shared his
emotional response to her words.
“I am so grateful for my opportunities to serve.” The Eight turned
also to Eber as she spoke.
“I give thanks to all of you who serve with us here in Paradise. And I
offer my thanks, as I know you also do, in the sacred name of Jesus Christ.”
The Eighth moved back from the altar, leaving an air of holiness and
sacred devotion that hung over the gathering.
Eber moved to the altar again, to introduce the First. His words
were brief, and yet he wished to impart to her that special honor due
her, both as his First Covenanter and as the Matron of his company
of Sisters. Her dominion over their several thousands must be kept
always sure. He treasured her manner in her leadership and he loved
her. Their companionship had grown with the passing centuries and he
felt confident with her and sure.
“Brethren and Sisters.” The First smiled radiantly up at the conclave,
both to her sisters and to the priesthood on her left.
“We see that the brethren have grown with us and they too are
committed and determined to serve our Lord. We see that our sisters
have become so much more mature in the gospel in the midst of demands
upon us. Our souls have grown and our spirits burn more brightly here.
Not only those Seventies that we have heard of today but also the Sisters
who labor in the fields of genealogy and of temple records.
“My own labors have rewarded me in unspeakable ways that are
sacred and holy. We labor not only here but also in the mortal world.
Others journey there with me.” Here she turned and shared a smile with
the bishop’s companion.
“We journey in the mortal world to ensure the work done here is
matched equally and surely, by all those who labor in the House of the
Lord among those living now upon the earth.”
Eber was aware that the First was among the many who were required
to visit the mortal world. In her capacity as Matron over her thousands
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of sisters, she felt the need to ensure that all was done in the proper and
authorized manner. He knew she was diligent, both in the performance
of her duties in the realm of Light, and as a resurrected being, upon the
earth. He was aware the First often was accompanied in her visits there
by the wife of the bishop. They had become very constant companions.
Eber too had traversed the veil into the mortal world, when required
by his many priesthood responsibilities. As a resurrected being it was
possible, but he found his own labors to be almost entirely between the
veil of Death and the realm of Light.
“Our other six Seventies serve as diligently under my hand as these
two lovely souls who have reported to you. I am very much gratified to
hear wonderful reports of you all. Both those who serve at or near the
veil and those who serve beyond, in the mortal world, have done all in
their power to bring honor upon us and upon our beloved Brother.” The
First turned again, her radiant smile upon Eber.
“There is much that could be said about our shared labors and the
loving guidance we obtain from our Brother. Also, I am sure you each
have benefited many times from his counsel and instruction, as you
have needed throughout the years. We have found joy in each other’s
company and in the knowledge of our shared spiritual progress. Here we
live in the service of our God and we find joy.”
Eber listened as the First rounded out her presentation, closing in
the name of the Son. He was grateful to her for not trespassing upon the
points he had reserved for himself to talk upon. As the First retreated
from the altar, he passed close beside her. He reached out his hand to
touch hers. The fire of her touch was as bright within him as the beam
that she burned into his eyes. He saw she shared his joy in this celebration
of the accomplishments of their company.
Gazing out and upward, he was mindful of a great weight upon his
soul. Much good had been accomplished by the company, he knew.
Both the brethren and the sisters had labored long and diligently in their
assigned tasks. He knew each deserved much thanks.
“Brethren and Sisters. You have done well!” He paused.
“I am aware of no unresolved differences between us.” He paused
again.
“It must be that among our thousands, across four centuries, matters
of debate have arisen and truly, we have had such discussions. It has
been my greatest pleasure and joy to see how we have together met and
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dealt with the challenges of relationships.” He paused again, allowing
the point to sink in. While their spiritual journey together had been
accomplished, it had not been without the need to ensure all understood
the same goals and the methods to be applied.
“I wish to make the point, and will repeatedly here, why I requested
this opportunity to gather now, at this time and all of us together.
“Some of you may have identified my purpose by your own means.
Some of you may not have felt such a purpose was significant. Some
may, in fact, have felt that what we have accomplished so far has been
relatively simple and not a matter to celebrate.
“It must seem that we have accomplished only four hundred years of
the millennium. But I have been very mindful of the fact, the Nephites
lasted only four hundred years.
“They had seen and handled the wounds in the resurrected Christ
and yet fell away, to their total destruction. Every man, woman and child
was destroyed. In similar manner, we have dwelt four hundred years and
labored here in the realm of Light. Since the first resurrection and the
coming forth of Christ in the mortal world, we have maintained a single
minded focus and a peaceful performance of our labors. We did not fall,
in any way.
“In the mortal world also, peace continues over the dominions of
the Lord’s reign.” Eber paused to allow them to grasp there was more
he wish to say.
“This will not always be so. We are not perfect yet and neither are the
remainder of mankind. Nor is the plan of salvation complete.” Stillness
among the host of the company showed him he had their attention.
“We have countless conversions to entreat upon our brethren and
sisters between the veils. As we succeed, they must come to us and be
empowered to help us in our labors. We cannot succeed without them.
There is a vast urgency about the tasks we perform today. There are
billions of souls who must yet be brought in to join us. They must! And
we are the ones who must teach them and enlighten them between the
veils. We are the ones who must redouble the fervor and zeal of our
labors.” He paused.
“Why do I place such stress upon this?” The question went forth
among them.
“The prophets have told us, throughout thousands of years, we must
not cease to do good or we will begin to do evil.
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“The Nephites are our example. It was for this reason that the Book
of Mormon was written, preserved and brought to us. Their account
reveals more clearly than any other scripture that even those mighty in
testimony can fall. The Nephites were swept away to a man. Destroyed.
I say again, you have done well. I caution now that you beware of
complacency and do not be beguiled, even here in this realm.
“You have done well. Now hear my words and I will caution even
the strongest and most diligent of you. We know that toward the end,
there must yet come a great falling away. Lucifer will again be loosed to
rage in the hearts of men. I know some of you feel, those hearts of men
must only be among mankind living in the mortal world. It is revealed to
me that all intelligence is unique and individual and must respond to its
circumstances in a unique, private and personal way. Even those among
us here, who are the elect of God, must be always watching. I pray that
you will each immerse yourselves in the work we are called upon to do.
In service we find salvation for our own souls.
“You have done well! I find joy in your successes and the greatness
of your souls. Even so I am mindful, each time I dwell upon the burden
of my responsibility toward you, scripture tells me, ‘There will be
weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of teeth’. This does not signify only
those who live in the mortal world might suffer. Far from it.” Eber felt
the spirit within him.
“Hear my words! None who enter here to labor in paradise are yet
perfect. All have sinned in the eyes of God. Each is wholly dependent
upon the atoning sacrifice of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. Not one
of us is saved by our own worthiness and none of us is saved yet.”
A stillness was upon the conclave. Eber knew they labored diligently
but he knew also, the tasks they performed so well now, they could later
come to perform by habit.
“You must watch yourselves! My love for each and every one of you
is as complete as I can bring myself to feel. Brethren and Sisters alike,
my soul depends upon all I can do to guard and shepherd your passage
through paradise. The same responsibility also rests upon you. You must
be aware of the needs, the entitlements and the trust which depend on
each of you, through the service we perform for our Father’s children.
They have come through the veil of Death, as all living creatures must.
But they depend upon us to bring the further light and knowledge of the
fullness of the gospel into their souls.
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“I will pray over each of you, but you must watch yourselves.” Eber
glanced across the array of their shining beings, tier upon tier, to the left
and to the right.
“Each word and thought I bring you here, in the sacred name of our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. Amen”
The company responded and as the sound of their voices faded, Eber
glanced momentarily to the side.
“I shall now ask our beloved Area President, who presides over
this conclave, to share with us some words. We shall then sing the
hymn, ‘Lord, Dismiss Us’, after which our beloved Matron will offer a
benediction.” He stood away from the altar and saw the area president
smiling as he moved to take his place.
“You must watch yourselves! Brethren and Sisters, how many times
I have read those words and how many different interpretations I have
placed upon them.” He looked up, the light radiating from his face.
“When your brother came to me, suggesting this conclave, certain
words of his caused me to think deeply of the divine inspiration he had
received. You must know, many of us share much the same anxiety
regarding the effects time can have on us here. We remain in Time,
not only in Eternity!” He paused a moment to drive home what he was
saying.
“Your brother hinted at his meaning, when he said to me, ‘We came
to Paradise trailing clouds of Mortality’. I knew the poetic reference but
wondered at his spiritual meaning, here in the realm of Light. He also
showed me clearly that we, as enlightened spirits, might yet be beguiled,
even if this might only be a gradual falling away from diligence. This
was the vital point! A falling away. Your brother wanted to step in while
the fire burns bright and remind us all of the need to watch ourselves. We
are eternal beings but eternity remains a long way from us yet.
“Prior to this convocation, this matter was discussed in council and
we did obtain further instruction and guidance from the highest level. In
fact, many other conclaves take place as we speak, while some await a
report of our dealings. They too will then hold similar conclaves, with
the same purpose in mind.
“Brethren and Sisters. You have done well. But you must watch
yourselves, because there will be a falling away. Lucifer will enter in to
the hearts of men, in the world, because they will become complacent.
We here must be forever on guard. This is a timely warning. There will
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indeed be weeping and wailing and a gnashing of teeth. For now, the
Lord is pleased. I am pleased to commend you, in the name of Jesus
Christ. Amen”
Eber walked to the altar. As he passed the area president he saw the
radiance of the spirit lingered in his face. Clearly the matter was deeply
etched in his soul.
Pausing at the altar, he raised his hands to signify the commencement
of the hymn. He had chosen this hymn particularly because it harked
back to a period in the early restoration of the Church, and carried the
zeal and optimism of the Pioneer Saints.
As Eber brought the hymn to its end, the First came to his side to offer
the benediction. The sound of her voice rose clearly and with strength
before the thousands gathered before her. He hung on her words and the
clear tones of her voice. For him, her very presence was a blessing. She
called down blessings upon all with her carefully chosen words.
At the Amen, he moved to take her fingers in his hand, and turned
towards the area president and the rest of the party.
“President, I think this conclave went well but I am uncertain how
effective this has been?” Eber looked questioningly at the president. He
noted the gaze of the other focused upon the First at his side.
“We felt the objective was achieved, Brother.” The area president
still held the gaze of the First.
“Sister? Your presentation and those of your seventies were very
effective. How did you feel the program carried our intended message?”
He looked directly into her eyes.
“I presume you were informed fully of our purposes in gathering at
this time?”
“Yes, President. I was consulted on how the sisters could add to the
program in meaningful ways.” The First smiled at Eber.
“Together, we felt our roles should be explained. Our beloved brother
explained in great detail the nature of his thoughts and the intent of our
conclave. In the event, the sisters did feel somewhat similar concerns.
We see matters will continue to change and that all of us must remain
flexible.”
The area president glanced at Eber, evidently impressed by her grasp
of matters across the realm.
“Your words are reassuring, Sister.” He smiled and turned again to
Eber.
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“Brother. I detect a sense of dissatisfaction in your question?”
“Not dissatisfaction, President.” Eber shook his head slightly.
“I feel satisfied but I am confident more must be done over time. For
now, I feel we have accomplished what we could have expected. There
are concerns I have about the future changes which must come upon us.”
“And those are?” The president looked intently at him.
“I will touch upon them, more or less as I have, but in the aftermath
of our conclave I feel more free in addressing the points of my concern.
Firstly, I see we have procedures and methods in place throughout the
realm, which deal with the situation as it has existed in the last four
centuries. This will continue in some regards but must be affected also
by those who will come to us through the veil of death.
“Those we receive presently comprise a large proportion who lived
in or towards the latter days of the world, prior to the Second Coming.
Many of those arrive here chastened. Some have waited four hundred
years for their work to be done. Some have waited longer. But they have
in many cases habituated themselves in the world. Habituated either to
the cataclysm to which mankind was subjected, or to the peaceful state
in the world which followed.”
“We see this, but how does it impact further on your thoughts? It
seemed you addressed these concerns when you came to us initially.”
The president’s attention remained fixed.
“We have in many cases grown comfortable with the demands the
dead place upon us.” Eber continued.
“This will not continue. Far greater numbers now work within
the veils, at each degree, and many come to us who benefit from the
instruction and guidance which is given. We are now approaching a
nexus in our task, which will require us to respond accurately. In the
world, exposure to global peace will tend to dull the senses of some who
reside there. In the realm of Dark, an increasing proportion of those who
finally respond to the angels of Light will have previously sunk to great
depths of depravity. My thought on this, expressed in the world was,
they emerge dripping the shadows of Lethe. We must guard vigilantly
against their harboring private thoughts not of the kingdom.
“In addition to this, I am aware the loosing of Lucifer at the last day
will not be the act of an enthusiastic God but the upwelling of a long
suppressed rebellion within the hearts of men. I foresee challenge on
both sides of the veil. We must be alert.”
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“Again, you place words in an order which captures some of our
own vision. Do you suggest a regular repetition of conclaves such as
this?”
“No.” Eber moved his head from side to side.
“We must be alert.” He gazed at the president, hoping that his words
would not be found presumptive.
“We must be alert. You and I. We must fan the flames of awareness
within our own souls so that we are constantly aware of each momentary
situation. You at your level and I at mine. We must not permit ourselves
to adopt the prevailing views and attitudes of those around us.”
“Quite right!” The president nodded and turned to the guide, who
was with them.
“I know the council members have discussed some of these concerns.
See that these thoughts of our brother are brought also to their attention.
We also foresee a need to watch closely over those in our stewardship.”
He looked to the side.
“Bishop? You are close in all dealings with our brother. What are
your thoughts?”
“There will be weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of teeth.” The
bishop returned his look.
“Such personal revelation as I receive makes me feel similar
concerns.” He glanced at Eber as he spoke.
“The words of our brother tend always to indicate he sees a clearer
and more poignant view. Often, under the sound of his voice, I too obtain
elements of that view. There are matters that lie before us however, that I
cannot see. I agree, we must remain ever alert and flexible in all things.”
“Brother,” the president turned again to Eber. “This conclave and
all matters relating to it have been closely followed at the highest level.
Many conclaves have been conducted during the time we have gathered
here. We should expect responses from those who labor with us in this
realm, and from the Lord.”
“Also President, I feel we must gather our own views of what has
taken place. This conclave has demanded time of each of us but I believe
we must take further time to ensure we get the most value from it.”
“Brother.” The president allowed his smile to turn upon all their
faces. “As indicated in our preliminary interview on this subject, we
shall expect a report. You may pass your report via the council and the
usual channels.”
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Beside him, Eber saw the guide nodding. He saw they were dismissed.
The area president now moved toward others, his counselors and a
number of brethren who presided in a similar manner to Eber. Business
in the realm demanded always that the proper focus be maintained.
“My Guide.” Eber turned to face the guide and his companion still
at their side.
“Your thoughts also will be of interest. We shall discuss matters here
at our own dell but you must return to us, to add your thoughts when that
is convenient?”
“I shall, Brother.” The guide looked at Eber with a pensive look.
“I have views. For one, it has been borne in upon me that the scope of
the complacency you describe seems now to be wider than I considered
before. I shall return.”
“Beloved Brother?” The First spoke at Eber’s side.
“May I gather with my presidents? I am sure they obtained insights
through our dealings which I desire to know. And perhaps the companion
of the Bishop would like to accompany me?” Her smile at the bishop’s
companion was radiant and warm. The centuries had only added to their
firm affection for each other.
“Beloved.” He smiled in sudden reflection of her radiance. Her
fingers still rested lightly in his. Her spirit still connected with his, in
more than simply the touch of two resurrected bodies.
“Continue according to your desires. The Bishop and I will discuss
matters also.”
He watched as the two radiant sisters departed from them, souls
of light in the realm of paradise. Eventually, he turned to the bishop,
finding his gaze still upon their two sisters.
“Bishop, you contributed much to the theme here and to our own
understanding of what we wished to accomplish. What are your thoughts
now, immediately after the meeting?”
“Had you considered your own complacency, in the security of our
realm?”
The bishop’s question penetrated Eber’s thoughts. His preoccupation
with the need to obtain insight and meaning from others was suddenly
receding.
“Bishop? My complacency also?” He looked at the bishop.
“I grant, I too am still too close to human to deny that likelihood.”
Eber gazed into the middle distance, gathering his thoughts.
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“My desire has been to detect the overall sense of the realm of Light
and our work in it.” He turned again to the bishop.
“What do you mean?”
“I personally have no criticism, Brother. Your stewardship progresses
in a very orderly manner!” The bishop shared a look which had passed
between them while in the mortal world, prior to the four centuries they
had labored together in the realm.
“My concerns take the form actually of questions. Your answers
may have relevance to me also, in my own stewardship. And as usual,”
he added. “I value your opinions.”
“By all means!” Eber nodded.
“Ask, Bishop. I can only assume your questions will bring further
light and knowledge also to me.”
“You recall we spoke early here, concerning your relations with your
own next of kin in the realm of Light. Frankly, my perceptions in the
mortal world, and those of many, were that we would be more closely
associated with them here. This mostly is not so. What are your thoughts
concerning this now?”
The bishop stood beside Eber, both men gazing across the dell and
up the rising ranks of its grassy knoll. To their right, the sisters still
massed in their many hundreds. The radiance of their presence was
almost a painful glory to behold, spread randomly across the green.
Beyond them, many gathered also among the grove.
“I recall you expressed doubts at that time, that many would seek
to attach to you. It became quickly clear this was not the case. Yet they
too occupy with their own labors rather than spend time in what many
expected to be genial sociality.”
“Correct, Bishop! And this was always more the concept I had in
mind while in the mortal world. I also recall an account by one of the
early brethren, mentioning that he saw the prophet Joseph at the steps
of the Temple. Joseph did not pause but said briefly, as he hurried by,
‘There is so much work to do’.”
“Bishop, I took this to signify that Joseph had very little time to
dwell on personal matters and sociality.”
“Yes, but Brother.” The bishop cut in. “That was an isolated incident
and not seen by many as representative.”
“I agree, Bishop but let me continue.” Eber smiled.
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“Like me, you would have seen numerous artistic illustrations of the
re-acquaintance of the dead with their forebears, ancestors and family in
general. I saw that. On the other hand, it was quite clear to my mind that
the work of the priesthood among the dead was not to be mere sociality.
It appeared to me, the very work that the dead would perform would be
precisely to enable those joyful reunions with past companions.
“The tragedy is, Bishop, many of them cannot join us here because
they are not yet worthy! None come here except those who have accepted
the gospel and who have also been blessed to accept all the ordinances
performed in their behalf in the temples upon the earth. We don’t see
some of our kin because they are not yet here!”
“Brother,” the bishop nodded. “I see the truth in what you say.
Here it is self evident. I have my own thoughts. What do you see as the
outcome?”
“We have a further six hundred years, as we understand, to continue
our labors until the Lord shall declare the work done.”
“And?” The bishop looked his sidewise glance, knowing Eber would
continue.
“Well. This presents us with the Will of the Lord.”
“In what way?” Suddenly, the bishop frowned.
“You can complete the picture yourself, if you wish. But I will lead
you a little farther in the path my own thoughts have gone.” Eber smiled.
“We will labor here until Time is done. Then the fruits of our labors
will mingle with the powers of the atonement. God will decide, finally,
who is saved and what links are formed. We may see many here who
will be with us then. We may be joined by many yet, before the end
of the Millennium. Some have a fate we have not seen.” Eber paused,
looking intently at the bishop.
“Bishop. You tell me what you have seen?”
“Brother, there are shadows in my thoughts. I see what you describe
but there is more and that involves even strangers. This troubled me at
first, but I have come to an understanding.”
Eber waited as the bishop looked around them.
“Like you, I always accepted the work ethic would continue with
us. This was a fixed part of the priesthood in the world. I saw also
that the work would be completed over a period of time. You used the
expression yourself. When the Lord decides the work is done, He will
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declare the end to Time. So that was the framework of my thoughts. Yet
there were the strangers, whom I could not at first identify. You may find
my struggle amusing but it was not until I came to this realm that I began
to realize the answer.”
“I smile because I too indulge similar journeys in the spirit. Please
go on!” Eber smiled more broadly.
“Well, I have come to some conclusions and I believe they align
quite closely with what you have indicated of your own. I will say, those
occasions when you have drawn my vision, in the spirit, to the scriptural
reference to weeping and wailing, now abide with me. Now I have a
more sure vision, though incomplete, of what you mean and also of what
is truth.
“I saw that we must continue to be diligent, in order to be among those
who will assemble in sacred and eternal family groups. I use the term
Family as expressive of what those chosen will then be. I saw sadness in
the fact, those most exalted will not be in the presence, always, of those
who had been their closest kin in the mortal world.
“I saw that some, who will reside in the lesser kingdoms, the Telestial
and the Terrestrial, may remain connected to those in the Celestial,
eternally, by right only of that mortal event, the act of procreation.
But not, as I am sure you also see, in the direct linkages which must
exist between those of God’s children who inhabit the Celestial realm.
This was where I saw the strangers in my vision. This was also where I
captured your vision of weeping and wailing, even though in fact, it also
speaks of great joy.
“It came to me, there must be many among the children of men who
have lived upon the earth, who are not like us.”
“Explain this, please!” Eber showed his pleasure at where their
conversation had gone.
“I looked down through the pages of History and saw a multitude
of what I would term singletons. Those who had and exercised agency
and yet, were shunned by their own next of kin. Shunned in the sense of
shared spiritual values and aspirations. I saw even that many of these did
not possess a true knowledge of the gospel, possessing only the Light of
Christ which is in all men.
“So I found hosts of disconnected souls, including those who
entered into the mortal world in bodies that were incapacitated. You and
I were blessed to have healthy and fit bodies, plus the gifts of the gospel
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which we accepted eagerly. Countless of our brothers and sisters never
entered in to the realms of our mortal joys. On the other hand, I saw
these strangers who would have accepted the gospel had it been taught
to them. We find increasing numbers of them here!
“The links which must be made complete, in the family of our
Heavenly Father, will be provided by others of his children whom we
never knew. But they remain our own kin. Our brothers and sisters, who
once abode with us in heaven in the pre-existence, will be grafted in. I
saw quite plainly, if you or I fail to be elevated to that realm by the Lord,
our places in The Family of Man will be filled by those the Father will
graft in.
“This was why I saw both joy and weeping at that day. My interest
in this discussion was driven by the fact, sadly we do not see a number
of persons we hoped we might. I asked because you expressed sadness
but seem untroubled?”
“Ah! I see!” Eber smiled.
“Thank you for your words. I too have longed for a final answer but
the only one that comes is that it will not be known until the end. And
this is not complacency. I accept that I cannot do what is not within my
personal stewardship. I attempt to devote myself to our work. The fate
of my own soul cannot be the result of my own saving sacrifices. I labor
on the basis of a humorous concept in scripture, that I might obtain a
better resurrection!”
“We are resurrected now, you and I.” The bishop looked at him
expectantly.
“Yes, Bishop. But our resurrection is not complete yet! Nor is our
exaltation?”
“Of course. A good thought.” The bishop nodded and straightened
his stance.
“There is another thing.”
“By all means, Bishop.” Eber smiled. With the bishop, there was
always another thing. Their work together, in the centuries spent in
paradise, had resolved countless of his other things.
“The swordsman from Rabat is among the brethren assigned to your
stewardship. Was this discussed with you?”
“No Bishop. Why do you ask?” Eber sensed he knew.
“You obviously would have a personal attitude, although I am aware
you forgave him for his Islamist actions in the mortal world. I know also
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you discussed some of that with him this side of the veil.” The bishop
looked sternly into his eyes.
“Are you quite comfortable with all that?”
“Yes Bishop. I understand there are a number of brethren in my
company who came from Muslim backgrounds and cultures. I believe
they work very effectively with others, in the special area of converting
similar souls to the further light and knowledge of the gospel. I do not
personally labor in that area but I accept such work must be done. You
know anyway, there were billions of Muslims in the world and countless
of them were as decent as any individual in any society, anywhere upon
the face of the earth.”
“But you are not troubled by the Moroccan’s proximity?” The bishop
persisted.
“I see you have a concern. I am not complacent regarding his work
with us nor his presence among the brethren assigned to my stewardship.”
“Then I see you deliberately force me to say it.” The bishop glanced
unsmilingly at Eber.
“Is there no concern regarding the relationship between the
swordsman and your First?”
“He killed her.” Eber said no more.
“True, Brother, but this can also contribute a complication. She is
your First.”
“Relationships formed under such extraordinary circumstances are
unlikely to endure. I am sure the First knows this. And in any case, she
chose me and like me, she is bound in her covenant.” Eber returned the
bishop’s look levelly.
“What you say is quite right, Brother but it could be expressive of
complacency?”
“Bishop. Neither the First nor I can allow complacency to enter into
our relationship. For myself, so much relies upon her fidelity and my
trust in it that I cannot harbor thoughts of any alternative.”
“So you consider your covenant with your First is impregnable? It
cannot be broken?”
“There will be weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of teeth.”
“It disturbs me, when you do that.” The bishop had no smile on his lips.
“Not your words, Brother. My vision inspired by them! I know that
I recoil in horror from something unknown to us both.” The bishop
looked sharply at him.
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“Is there something?” The question in the bishop’s eyes called to
Eber.
“Bishop, we both know. When Lucifer is released again, for a short
season, the situation will be worse than the war which took place at the
time of the Savior’s Second Coming.”
“Yes, Brother. You are right. Who can contemplate what we both
know must come?” His glance at Eber revealed he was somehow
unconvinced.
“This is a rare conclave of your entire company. Will you be
conducting further business with them?”
“Yes, Bishop.” Eber nodded.
“I was interested in the reports of those who spoke at the meeting.
I would like to obtain further, detailed reports from more of them. You
may attend if you wish?”
“No, Brother. I have brethren of my own to consult and your words
remind me of matters I must discuss with them.” The bishop looked
away, in the direction of his own risen ramparts, out of view here,
shielded by the rise of Eber’s grove.
“Very well, Bishop.” Eber smiled.
“I shall deal with mine, and also discuss matters with my beloved
sisters before I return to the veil.”
The bishop nodded and headed away. Eber watched briefly. Their
relationship was long and increasingly close. He had learned much by
observing the bishop, in life and in death.
He strolled slowly in the direction of the ramparts which were
home to the brethren assigned to work under his stewardship. From
the corner of his eye he saw the splendor of the sisters in his company.
The light of the brethren was equal to it, where they gathered upon
their own slopes, although there were fewer of the men than the sisters
with him.
He had found it economical to organize the brethren loosely
according the fields of their labors. On the other hand, of necessity, they
were themselves more familiar with their own roles and responsibilities
than he was required to be. The element of specialization among some of
them called for duties of which Eber was aware but with which he was
not familiar. This was a time for him to join them and receive reports. As
was his custom at these times, he cleared his thoughts of other matters
and looked forward to hearing their words. It was his opinion they did
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well, based on previous reports and also on word which reached him
from sources outside the company.
On his approach, he found the senior brethren among his
stewardship gathered as though expecting his arrival. As before, he
was able to get down to business and gather quickly the scope and
detail of their recent activities. He did not speak with the swordsman
from Rabat and the Islamic area of the brethren’s labors was addressed
by another.
He spent a greater part of his personal enquiries among the brethren
who were angels of Light. This was an area of particular interest to
him. He was ever mindful of the countless souls who had refused his
invitation to be guided through Dark. Somewhere in there, so far as
he knew, they each remained caught. It was a tragic thought but he
observed, the reports of those who walked the avenues of Dark indicated
they shared his concern and that they exhibited diligence in the labors
they performed.
Turning at last from the brethren, he set his face toward the glory of
his sisters spread up the side of the hill. The ramparts rose before him in
easy stages. Many benches were spread through the area and also stone
plinths stood scattered in convenient places.
As he drew near the center of the dell, Eber saw his presidents
gathered near the base of it, in position to greet him. His welcome shone
in their faces. He stepped forward more eagerly to meet them.
“Beloved.” The First came to meet him, her fingers extended and her
smile radiant and welcoming.
“Dearly beloved Sisters, each of you and all of you.” He reached to
her and took also the hand of the Third.
“Come! We must go up to the grove.” Eber slowly led the way, still
holding the hands of the First and the Third. They walked up with him.
In the grove they moved toward the higher end and gathered round him.
As he sat, the First and the Third sat with him, holding his hands.
“Here is where my heart and my love and my soul are complete! We
work here and I know the glowing reports of others indicate my sisters
labor with diligence and great effect. Now I desire to hear the thoughts
of each of you, especially regarding this major conclave we have just
completed.”
“Beloved, we supposed you would wish to know.” The First was as
usual ready with the answers to his needs.
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“I have directed my sisters to report in the following order.” The First
laid out for Eber her plan for the six presidents who had not addressed
the great meeting to briefly summarize their activities.
“We felt then, you might ask your questions of us. All in our domain
is, in any case, under control and our labors are not burdensome.”
This was the general area of Eber’s concern in calling for the
conclave. He listened very closely while they each reported on their
duties and cares. As expected, their reports gave him the same comfort
as expressed by the area president.
“Sisters, I see all is as well with you as I previously supposed.”
He looked around their small group. Nearby sat or stood others of the
company. His words must be for any who heard them.
“We appear to do well. Our work is ongoing, continuous and
fruitful. Time passes quickly and four centuries are gone. I expressed
my genuine joy regarding how well and easily you do the tasks assigned
to you. I wish you to become aware that eternity bevels down upon this
very moment. Each moment of each task we perform bears the weight
of eternity upon it. This is not our plan. This is the plan of the Father.
Unlike the Nephites, we have endured the test of time, thus far. They
failed, and surprisingly, so might we and we might fail for the same
reasons.”
The sisters returned his look in a very somber manner.
“But we must not spend every moment in morbid contemplation.”
He smiled, sliding his arm around the waist of the Third sitting beside
him.
“I desire also to share this personal moment with each of you. I need
to know that you each feel the full joy that belongs to us all. I want to
hear of your small happy moments. Those which you desire to share
with me.”
They knew Eber’s love and his hunger to be present with them. They
knew, his soul was hungry when they were not near.
Time passed quickly in the grove, as they bathed in the shared
radiance of each other’s joy. Sisters passing nearby joined them. He
rejoiced to feel the completeness of his covenant with them all.
Knowing he must eventually return to the veil and sensing this
might be soon, he asked if any desired personal interviews while he was
present. The custom was that any might ask when he was among them
but this occasion had been a lengthy stay away from the veil.
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Eber was pleased when the Fourth and Sixth accepted his invitation.
The First did not take this opportunity. As usual when she was present
during his times at the dell and the grove, she spent a brief farewell with
him before he departed for the veil.
As he walked toward the lume of the veil, visible from their home
dell, he pondered upon his extended break from his calling. This had
been a respite not typical for him. Often he was required to conduct
business in the realm, away from the sisters of his company. This time,
he had been near but taken up with his own fears for them all. The words
of the prophets rang in his ears. It was easy to find joy in the wonderful
work done by all here. It was too easy to forget the weight of eternity
rested upon them.
As he neared the veil, Eber felt the familiar pulse of anticipation
within him. Even after four centuries, people in the world chose to die,
and it remained for him to guide them as they came through the veil.
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